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The system lithj.um nitrate - water was investigated

by thermal analysis. The only hydrate f ound l{as the tri-

hydrate; no e vj-denee of the henrihydrate claimed by Ðonnan

and Burt was found by thermal analysis or by x-ray powder

diffraction studieso The x-ray powder diffractj-on pattern

of lithiura nj-trate trihydrate uras determinedo

Thermal analysis vras also applied to lhe system

ethanol - water, giving results in general agreement with

previor:s work, but Iou'temperature x-ray powder diffraction

photographs gave the first, definite evidence for the exist-

ence of a solid hydrate of ethanol, The construction of

the 1ow t emperature camera is des cri-bedo

The system lithium ni trate - etiranol was stud.ied at

low salt concenfrations by thermal analysi-s and at higher

concentrations by solubility determinati-ons. An important

intermedi,ate range could not be investigated because of high

viscosity and supercoolingo No alcoholates were found.

Freezing points of lithium nitrate in the solvents 21"2,

42.O, l+9,7 t 66 "l+, anc 78,2 weight percent ethanol in water

were determined, as well as freezing points of lithium
nitrate tríhydrate in ethanolo No definite evidence of a

ternary compound was found, but some inconclusive indications
of one were obtained in soLvents of 66"1+ and 78.2 weight

percent ethanol. Daüa from the above were used to plot iso-
thermal solubility diagrams for the ternary system at 25oCt

15oc, 10oc, OoC, -l-5oc t -35oe, and ,,6oocu
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Interest in the phase study of the system lithiurn

nitrate - ethanol - r{a*,er arose from the results of con-

ductance stuclies of Iithium nitrate in ethanol and j-n

ethanol - wâter mÍxtures carried out by Campbeil and Debus

(f). In applying the Stokes - Wishaw equation to their

results, these authors found that the value of the constant
o

term a, the eo-c3.1Ied ttdistance of elosest approach of the

ionsrlr increased considerably as the ethanol eonten| of

ùhe solutions increased.o A rather large change in B. was

found in the region bet¡¡een thirty and seventy weight percent

ethanol. This fact was explained on the assumption that

the solvation sheath of the lithium ions changed progressively

f rom lr¡ater to ethanol with mos t of the change taking place

in this ccncentration rangea

It is generally adnitted that the lithium ion in aqueous

solution is very strongly hydrated, and an indication of the

strength of this hydration ma¡r ¡e given by the frequency with

which solid Ìrydrates of lithium salts are formedo Lithiu¡n

nitrate itself is well-known to form a trihydraten IÈ l'ras

thus of interest to find out whet,her lithium nitrat'e forms

a solid. alcoholate analogous to its hydrate and, if so¡

whether the water was replaced aII a't, once or in a step-wise

fashion, leading to mixed hydrate * êlcoholates o The



existence of solid alcoholates would irnply an appreeiable

attraction between the lithium ion and the ethanol molecules

The system lithium nitrate - ethanol - water involves

the three binary systems lj-thium nitrate - Vfâter, ethanol *

water, and lithium nitrate - ethanol" Previous work on

the first two of these binaries r¡Ias not entirely satisfactorlfo

The system lithium nitrabe - water had recej-r¡ed only one

comprehensive study, that by Donnan and Burt (2)" These

authors reported. a henihydrate that could not be found by

CampbeII and Ka::tzmark (3)" The second system, ethanol

water, also involved considerable uncertainty. á,1though

some evidence for tbe exi-stenee of solid hydrates of ethanol

had been put forward, no definite proof had been forthcoming"

It rn¡as thought advisable, therefore, to repeat the investi-

gation of these s)¡stems as well as to study the remainÍng

binary system and the ternary olleB

about the latter tr+o below 25oCo

Nothing was known

l4ost of the investigations in this study were made by

the method of thernal analysis, although some isothermal

solubility determinations were carried out' x-ray ciffraction

studies of some of the solid phases were also made,
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îhe phase rule as developed by Gibbs (4) is

commonly expressed by the relation

F;C-P+2o

Here, F represents the number of degrees of freedom, or

the variance, of the system -- i"eu the number of variables

that must be specified to define the system completello

C stands for the minimum number of eomponents required to
give the conposition of the system, and P represents the

number of phases present"

In general, the degrees of freedom involve the pres-

sure, temperature, and concentraflon of the system. For

condensed systems the effect of pressure is usually smaII,

so that such cases nay be studied under atmospheric

conditions assuming the pressure, and hence one degree of

freedom, to be fÍ-xedo

B" Types of Systems

This diseussion will deal with only two and three

component systems involving slmple liquid sclid equilibri-a,

These lead to freezing point or solubll-ity diagram6o

The freezing point of any subsbance is j-n most instances

lowered when a second substance is d-issolved in itu
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Furtherr rather than fteezing at a fixed temperature as

does a pure substance, a range of temperature is observed

in which a solid is in equilibrium with liquid solution.

A freezing point or solubility curve indicates the composi-

tion of soluti.on in equilibriun with solid phase as a

function of temperatureo Since thj-s applies to both

components of a binary system, it follows that at the

intersection of the two freezing point curves there must

exist a point where two solids are in equilibrium with

solution, and. this point is the lowest temperature at which

liquid can existo uch a point is referred to as a

euteetico Although it is evident that a solution having

the euüectic composition must fteeze at a fixed temperature,

this fact is without signifj-cance in regard to interactions

between the componentsn If a stable compound is formed

between the iwo substances an increase in the freezing point

curve must occur after a eutectic j-s reachedn

We have the freezing point diagrams tar and tbt of

Figure I, which show a plot of freezing point against

composition for the case of a simple eutectic and a con-

gruently nelting compound respectj.vely. A third sinple

ease exists, shown in Figure 1 lcf. If a solid compound

forms which decomposes below its melting point (an incon-

gruently nelting compound) *" have a peritectic point



(aIso called meritecòic point) P on

peritectj-c temperature the compound

solution and solid component B"

lhe diagramo At the

decomposes to give

o
5
c'
(D

o,
E
o
t--

BABA Concenlrolion

0
C oncenlrolion

b

lypieal Phase Diagrams

Fipure 1
d-

From the phase rule it maY be s

phases are present, as at a eutectic

the variance is zero (assuming fixed

een that when

or peritectie
\pressureJ ø

t hree

poínt,

Such

A Concenlrol¡on



a point is ref erred l,o as an invariant pointo tr{hen ttço

phases are in equilj-brium, as along t,he freezing poi-nt

curve, there is one variabLe nol fixed; either tempera-

ture or concentration lnay be chosen arbitrarily and the

other will then be determined"

Three component systems are completely analogous,

but an additional concentration variable is involvedr

This factor makes graphical representation difficult if

r^re wish to show the effect of temperaturee 0f the

several methods that have been proposedr the one most

commonly employed involves plotting concentration on an

equiJ-ateral triangleo Each apex represents a pure

component, and composj-tions are plotted parallel to the

sidesn Temperature may be represented on an axis per-

pendicular to the triangle, givi-ng a solid modelo For

planar representation, the temperature variation may be

projected onto the triangular base" Figure I ¡d8 shovrs

the simplest proiection dJ-agram for a system of which the

three components are A, B, and C" The binary systems

involve only s imple eutectics and no ternary compounds

formo The arror¡Is ind.icate the direction of decreasing

temperature@ Alternati.vely, a serj-es of isothermal lines

ma¡, be plotted on the one triangle to show the effect, of

temperature€ From the phase rule it is clear that with



press¿re fixed, four phases must be in equilibrium for

invariance¡ âs at a ternary eutectic point"

C o ¡{et [gÊe_eI-D-9!Sf mln i n g- F r g g.Aigg-lgi n !-Ði a g r q]q s 
- 

U s e È-!g
tþie In"g.s!Åga!!g3;

The tr^¡o methods used in this investigation for the

determinaf.ion o-f freezing point diagrams were thermal

analysis of solutÍons of known concentration, and iso-

thermal solubility measurements ' These methods have

been most widely used in work of this tl'peo The former

Iends itself most readily to two component systems,

although its apptication to ternary s)¡s terns is possible u

Under conditions where supercooling is pronounced, it j-s

less accurate than the method of solubility measurements,

but this is somewhat offset by iüs simplici-ty and speed,

particularly at temperatures far removed from room6

In addition, supercooling can often be eliminated by

inoeulating the solution with a crystal of the solid

phase when the tenperature reaches the freezing point.

Thermal- analysis involves cooling a solution and

measu::ing the faIl of temperature with Lj-meo i{orma11y,

for a binary system, a plot of temperature as ord-inate

against tÍne as abscíssa gives an exponentially

deereasing eurve according to Newtonrs lar'¡ of coolingo

This shows a more or less sharp change in slope at the
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temperature at which crystals firsù appear, followed by a

horizontal at an invariant point provi-ded a suitable rate

cf cooling is used" Figure 2 shows typical cooling

curves, tat idealized and 1b¡ shor*ing supercool-ingo

Time

lypical Cooling Curves

Fieglg ?

When supercooling is encount,ered, the cooling curve

goes betow the true freezing point, then rises again as

crystals deposit and heat is evolvedo At an invariant

poi.nt the eurve will rise to the truetemperature of this

point, and it will normally show a horizontal heren If 
.

ì

the freezing polnt is not an invariant, the cooling curve

Q¡

J

o
o
C¡.

E
o
F



will not rise to the proper temperature of this point,

buttosomelowertemperaturewhoseexactvaluewill

depend on the degree of supercooling and the rate of

fall of temperature as well as on the rate of Crystal-

lizationo A precise determination of the freezing point

in such a case becomes rather difficulti it is discussed

by l{eissberger ( 5 ) and more thoroughly by .Andrews €t o

alo (6).

Nevertheless, a fairly accurate value can usually

be obtained for the true temperature of first crystalli-

zation by simply extrapolating that portion of the cooling

curve immediately gucceeding the maximum that follows

supercooling back to the point at which it cuts ùhe cooling

curve for the unfrozen solution" The point of inter-

section is taken as the true temperature of fteezing' If

a large temperature di.fference exists between the sample

and its surroundings (6) or if the supercooling is not

excessirre and the cooling curves are fairly straightt such

a proeedure yields results that are sufficiently accurate

for all but the most exacting investigationso

The above method i 5 illustrated graphically in Figure

3o A B C D E represents a coollng curve for which ABC

indieates cooling qf 'l-iquid., and Dtt eooling with crystalli-

zat.1on* If B is the true free zing point of the soluti-on
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and c 1s the point at which crystallization begins, the

extentofsupercoolingisBCoThetemperatureinerease

cD after crystallization is }ess than Bc, but B can be

found by a straight line extrapolation of DEo Clearlx¡

the accuracy with r¿hj-ch B can be determined depends on

the form of the cooling curve and the di-stance over which

the extrapolation must be maCeu

True Free zing Point from a Cooling Curve
Exhibiting SuPercooling

Fisure 3

solubilitymeasurementgofasolldj-naliquidare
made by stirring together a mixture of the solvent and

solute until equilibrium is reached, and then analyzing

a portion of the solution that has been fil-tered from the

residual solid*

(l)

5
c'
(¡,

ô
E
Q'
l-

Time
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A long time may be required to reach equ.ilibriumo

and thus the problem of naintaining eonstant temperature

for extensj-ve periods cf time is encounteredo The

temperature must be constant both during the stirring

and during the filtering, The problem of saaplin8 may

be considerable if the solution is viscous, but if such

dif f r-cu]tj-e s are overcome this method- is capable of good

accuracy€

D^ X-Bav Diffraction:

It i s well*known that when a crys tall-ine s ubstance

is exposed to a beam of monochroroatic x-râlsr a diffraction

pattern characteristic of the substance can be obtained

photographically. For a single crystal this pattern

consists of a series of spots, but if r^re take a crystalline

powder in which the crystals are present in all possible

orientationsvleobtainratheraseriesofconcontriccones

of dif f raeted rays " These ìnay be recorded as a set of

ares on a eylindrieal strip of photographie film sur¡ound-

ing the speci-men, which norlnally is mounted in the form

of a rod eoaxial with the film" Each such arc represents

the combined diffracted rays from all crlrstals in the

specimen that are suitably oriented to refleet the x-rays

from some partieula.r set of atomic planeso this forms

the basis of the standard Debye scherrer - Hull or
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pol^Ider method.

The diffraetion from a. crystal is governed by the

Bragg relation

)_ nL
v - Tsin g

l¡here À is the l,tave-].ength of the x-ra]rE in Angstrom
units 

"

d is the spacing, also in Angstroms, between
suceessiïe:-aãiticar planes of atoms in the
crystal"

6 is the angle between the primary x-ray beam and
the diffracting PIanes.

n is a Positive integer"

Measurement of the linear distance between the arcs

on the film and the direction of the primary beam permits

an evaluation of 0 n and, if À is known, of d t bhe

lattice spaci-ng" The spaeings and relative intensiti-es

of the lines of the diffraction pattern are unique for

any pure solid and for different solid phases of the

same s,:bstance. This makes it possible to use this

method to identifl' solids and to differentiate between

various solid phases"
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The system lithium nitrate ethanol - water

involves the three binary sJ'stems lithium nitrate - water,

ethanol - waterr and lithium nitrate ethanolo No

reference to the latter could be found in the literatrfre,
but the first two have been the subjeets of seve:'a} investi*

ations, none completely satisfactorJr"

1" Tþe Sysüqm Lithiqn Nitrate - Water

The system tiNO3 - HeO was first studied in

detail by Donnan and Burt (2) in 1903o They reported

an ice lithium nitrate trihydrate eutectie at -17.8oC

and 33 weight percent LiN03r a trihydrate hemihydrate

eutectic at 29"6oC and 5gweight percent LiN03, and a

henihydrate anhydrate periteciic point at 61.1oC

and 65 weight percent tiN03" The phase diagram for

this system proposed by these authors is shown in

Figur e lro
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fhe Systern LiN03 HZO by Donnan and Burt

Fieure l+
--b--

The ice curve and lower eutectic vlere given

only a cursory ínvestigation by Donnan and Bu'rt"

They used freezing point measurements for this" The

highertemperatureregionslJtrerestudiedbysolubility

measurements and by ditatometry, and it was the latter

procedure that gave the evidence for the existence of

the henihYdrateo

Campbell and Kartzmark (3), in L956, x€peated

the dilatometric experiments of Donnan and Burt but

were unable to find evidence of the reported hemihy-

d.rateo It did not appear either in tl';;r isothermal-

study at 25oQ,

o

o

o

ê
É

l-
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Gropp (?), in LqI5, made a studY of the

conductance of a six normal lithium nj-trate soluti-onu

From this he concluded that the point of complete

solidification io€o the eutectic, Iay in the

neighbourhood of -24oCu He also reported evidence

for a eutectoid at -58"9oC"

2o !þe S¿s-teq gthg!9f,-=-ggtgr

A great deal of attention has been focussed

on the systen ethanol - water, but until now much

uncertainty has surrounded it" This systen is well*

knonn for its anomal-ous physical behar¡iour, and con-

sequently the large deviations from ideality shown

by its physical properties have often been put forward

as evidence of compound f ormationn l"laxirna, minima,

and discontinuities or¡ curves of various physical

properties vS. coneentration gave numerous formulae

for the proposed hYdratesu The following are tYPical"

Mend.eleef (S), in 188?¡ plotted the rate of

change of density wj-th concentration against consBn-

tration for varior-rs alcohol - vlater mixlures and

obtained. a series of straight lines. He maintained

that the interseetions of these lines corresponded to

definite hydrates, namely CzH*H'l-zili. ZO, C2H50H"3H20

and Czïjç H"áH20.
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Pickering (9),. repeated- this plot, using various

published ciensity values' and obtained a smooth curveo

He therefore cont end-ed that lulendeleef I s conclusions 1^Iere

invalid.

Schmattola (f0), in 1902, also using density

measurements, p'l ott ed concentration against the c hange

in volume of ethanol on adding wateru He obtained numer-

ous discontinuities in this curve, and from their positlons

he concluded that the hydrates C2H50ll * /c H20, C2H5OI{.{HZQ,

C2H5OH.áVZO and C2H5OH' H20 were present.

Varenne and Godefroy (ff), in 1t03, plotted viscosity

against eomposition, and. obtained a dÍstinct maximum that

they believed was dr¡e to the hydrate C2t150H.3H2O. They

also reported Ëome evidence for the compounds C2H5OH.?nr},

czH5oLI.zHzQ, CzH jo:H.6\20, anc c2H50H '22H2o '

The results obtained by the above and other authors

from this type of investigation were not j-n ag"""*"nt, a.nd

it is now general.ly recognized that no reliabl-e indicatlon

of compound formation is provided by such methods. In

the case of ethanol and water, r.qhere interactions due to

hydrogen bonding might be expected to lead to a complex

structure in the solution, such physical properties could

not be expeeted to yield information on the composition
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of soJ-id phâ,ses f reezing out o Anoma.Ious physical

properti es can only indi eat e that int eraction is t,aki-ng

p1ace3 they eannot give quantitative information about the

nature of such interactiono

The soundest method of dealing with such cases is that

of the phase rulen This has been applied through the

technique of thermal analysis by several workersn The first

systematic freezLng poj-nt determinations in concentrated

alcohol solutionslúere carried out in the late nineteenth

century by Pictet (fe) and by Pickering (13)o However,

these earl,ier workers were interested only in the point of

fj-rst crystallization and made no attenpt to obtain complete

cooling curvesø

In 1915e Pushi.n and G1agoleva (14) made t'he first

comprehensive thermal analysis study of this system and

concluded. that no compounds were in fact formed, They

obtained onl¡r ¿ eutectic point at -118oC, at 85 mole

percent ethanol" These authors suggest that solid solu-

tions of ice j-n ethanol up to nearly 15 mole percent water

exist on the basis of the following observations; (") 
"

eutectic halt never appeared in this region; and (b) the

cryoscopi-c constant of ethanol as determined by them was

abnormaL when water was the soluteu The curves

joining the freezíng points of the pure
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components to the eutectie were very nearly straigh+" lines

when co¡nposition v¡as express ed in moLe percent o C ons j-derable

supereooling was encountered; this h?as a d-iffículty thaü

appears to have beset all investigatorse It is particularly

extensive in the region around 80 ¡nole percent ethanol, and

a'l thou-gh Pushin and Glagoleva vrere able to reduce it somer¡hat

by slow cooling and the use of large volumes of so-ì-rrtion,

they coul-d not eliminate it hereu

In 1928 Tarassenkov (15) repeated these thermal analysis

measurements up to 75 weight percenf ethanol" He cbtained

an inflection on the freezing point curve that he interpreted

as evidence for a solid hydrate, but he failed to obtain a

peribeciic halt on any coolíng curveo The inflection fe11

at abo ut ia2 weight pereent ethanol and at *33oC,

In L935 $halberov et, al, (f 6 ) also studied e'r,hanol ín

solutions of concentrations up to 53 mole percent. They

studied as well the ternary system ethanol - water - Lithium

chloride, and in both syetems t,hey found an inflection point

that , in the case of eùhanol and r^¡ater, f eIl at 34 weight

percent ethanol" Again¡ flo peritecLic haI'b was obtained

bub these authors nevertheless used the inflection as evidence

for compound. formationo Using the rather unreliable method.

of determining the formula of this supposed hydrat,e from

physical properties of the solittion, they used the rat,e of
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change of viscosity wllh

expansion of the mixture

temperature and the coeffici ent of

lo suggest the forrnula C2H50H. 5HZO.

Ross (17), in 19 5l+, d.etermj-ned the f reezing polnts of a

number of ethanol - water mixtures and also obtained an

inflection on the freezíng point curve which fell at -30oC,

42 weight percent ethanol.

Physical property - composition data of solutions are

no criteria of compou-nd f orrnation in the sclid s tate and

certainly eannot be relied upon to give the formulae of any

compounds that may be formed, The strongest indication of

compound formation in the system ethanol - water is the

oceurrence of Lhe poin+" of inflection or break in the freezíng

point curve, but even this, roithout the presence of a peri-

t,ectic hal-t on the cooling curve, cannot be accepted as tz.uIy

significant unless there is further evidence that a second

solid phase separates be¡ro¡fl this point" The failure to

obtain a peritecti-c halt if this is a true peritectic point

is difficult to explain, but the reason may lie in the per-

si-stent supercooling of aleohol - water mixtures. Il is
possible that the peritectie halt is somehow hidden by the

metastabil-ity of the system.

0f the freezing-point data available for this systern,

the values of Pushin and Glagoleva become significantly lower

at higher ethanol concentratiorlso Ho:*ever, their value for
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the freezing point of pure ethanol, -1I0o 5oQ, is about four

degrees higher than the value presently acceptedo It is

probable that atI of their temperatures in this region are

incorrecl, perhaps due to faulty calibration of their

thermocouple¿

$ome studies of liquid ethanol at 1ow temperatures have

been carried out, and these serve to ì:'hror.¡ some light on

the physical anomalies and metastability of the system" It

is well-known that Çoncentrated alcohol solutions, including

the constant boiling 96 percent soluti-on normally encountered,

supercool readily and eventually form a rigid glass near

-190 C" Prietzschk (18) studled the x-ray scatteri-ng at

-l5Oo0r âs well as at -75oC, of liquid ethanol; in the first

instance supercooled. From Fourier analysis he derived a

radial intensity distrj-bution curve of the pattern and from

thi:s he was able to deduce an average distribution of atoms.

The structure thus determined is appticable to cold absolute

alcohol as well as to cold alcohol containing a few percent

water, and may be expected. to give a qualítative indícation of

interactions i-n any alcohol solutiono

Prietzsehk found that at *150oC every oxygen atom i-s

linked to two othersr Presunably by hydrogen bondingo We

thus have the structure shc¡'¡ n in Figure 5t where the oxygen

atoms are linked through hydrogen to form long zíg-zag chai.ns;

the CZH5 groups lie at right angles to this chaino
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o

4.1 A

Chain Formation by Ethanol MoIecules at
Low Temperature

riet¡rg,_å

Harveyts (1s) investigation of ethanol at -75oc gave

the same result as that by Prietzschk" the number of nearest

neighbours of each oxygen atom is found to be only !o2 at'

this temperature, this shows that the hydrogen bonding is

becoming less as the temperature increases, as would be

expected, but it is still quite appreciable at this temperaturen

It has been found by many workers that perfectly dry

ethanol is readj.ly crystallized, although it can also be

supercooled to a pronounced extent, The addition of small

amounts of water, however, renders crystallization extremely

difficultn Furthermore, it is found that at a given tempera-

ture the viscosity is sharply i-ncreased by small amounts of

water ànd that the lower the temperature the less water is

required for an increase of the same degreeo
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Bernal and Fow1er (ZO) have shown that at low terûpera-

tures lhe oxygen atom of a r,¡ater mole cure can be surrounded

by four others lhat are linkerc to it by hydrogen bonds. rt
is evident +-hat the oxygen of water night equally wel-I be

surrounded by four oxygens of ethanclu Thereforeo in an

alcohol solution of Iorv wat er content, bre rnight expect that

eaeh water molecule could form the point of linkage of four
alcohol chains if the ternperatura hrere 1çr,'encugh, AT

higher temperatures dissociation wourd be grearer and perhaps

only t,hree ¡ or two, alcohol chains would be a,ttached to each

water, l{oreover, the a.verage length of these chains ruourd

be less as the temperature increasedo Figure 6 is a planar

di-agram oÍ three ethanor chains linked to a v¡ater moleculeo

of Three Ethanol Chains
Ïiater Molecule

Linkage

Iiegru É

to a Central
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Prietzschk, using the vj-scosity data of Tammann and

Hesse (2f), has calculated the average length of the alcohol

chains linked by water at -t3OoC" Assunj-ng that the víseosity

will increase sharply as l.¡ater is added until arl the alcohol

chains present are linked through the water, and that then

the viscosity should lever off, he finrls that there are about

25 molecules of ethanol for each molecule of watero The

alcohol chains are then six or eight molecules ìong, depending

on ruhether f our or three ehe.ins are linked by eaeh water at

this temperature"

It is evident that there is a fundamental difference

between absolute alcohol and t'wetr! alcohol at low temperatürss e

Pure alcohol is linked only in the forrn of linear chains,

while, when water is present, an irregular three-dimensj-onal

network Ís formed which is analogous to the strueture in

silicate glasses, The laek of three-Ci-mensional linking in
pure ethanol accounts for the comparative ease with which this

materi-al is crys tal liz edo

Prietzschk found no diffieulty in obtaining'"he powder

diffraction pattern of solid ethanolo He found it to be

extremely simple, consistíng only of a very broad, intense line

flanked very eloseJ.y on each side by a sharper but weaker line,

HahL (22), from direct cbservation, concluded that the

crystars of ethanol belong to one of the low symmetry crasses,

but he found that erystal-lizati on was so inperfect that no

definite information could be obtained aborrt themo
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B" !Þe Lergar¿-svstem

The Èernary system has been studied only by campbell

and Kartzmark (3), v¡ho in an ísothermal i-nves+-igation at
25oc found no evídence of conpound formation between

lithiu¡n nitrate and ethanol,
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The lithiun nitrate ìl.sed was FisherItCertified Reagentrl

materialn This v¡as drÍed v¡hen ne cessary, but was not

subjecteC to any other additional purification" A signifi-

cant amount of water was present in this chemical, and this

was removed by fusing at least twice in a Ptatj-num dishu

The fr:sed material vlas retained in a desiccator over conc€ll-

trated sulfuric acid or phosphorus pentoxide. Grinding and

transferrS.ng were done in a dry-box when very dry salt was

required,

The dry-box was constructed of wood and had a 81ass top¡

hinged for access, which closed tightly on a sponge rubber

gasket" AI1 c racks lìIere filled with a f illing compound and

the i.nside was coated -',¡ith arrGlyptolrtpaint to seal all

pores in the woodn Attacheci rubber gloves perrnitted mani-

pulation of objects in the boxo Qpen dishes of desiccant

kept a fairly dry atmosphere inside and a stream of dry

nitrogen gas could be admítted when very dry conditions ÏJere

desiredo

The ethanol used when abeolute ethanol was not required

was purified by distillation through a Podbelniak type

fractionating column, The middle third was the only fraction

retained'
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Absolute ethanol ÏJa6 prepareC from commercial material

by prolonged refluxing with quicklime, followed by treatment

of the distill-ate v¡ith magnesium according to the rnethod

described. by Fieser (23). The final distillation from

magnesíum was done in lhe column mentionecì. above with careful

excl.usion of moist airo Absolute ethanol was retained' in a

glass stoppered flask and stored in the dry-box; it was trans-

ferred only here.

As a eonvenient check on the dryness of the absoluie

ethanol, it was tested with al-uminum ethoxíde s &Ccording to

the method of Henle (2b), whenever a solution was made ìrp

with Ít" This test is claimed to show as littl-e as '05
pereent water in the ethanol, and any sa.rnple gíving a negative

test with this reagent would certainly be dry enough for the

purposes of this investigationu In additon, the densitY

was cletermined for each batch of ethanol so preparedo The

results rúere always in good aqreement with the literature

values u
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.Analysis of solutions was extremely simpleo To

determine LiN03r a weighed amount of solution ruas evaporated

to dryness in a platinurn dish; the resi-due was fused" eooled

in a desiecator, and rapidly weighed* The fusion was

repeated af. least oncen and since LiN03 is hygroscopic, it

r.ras necessary to carry out the final r'eighing as rapídly as

possibleo Aecuracy of about "1 percent corrld be obtained"

Ethanol - r.¡ater mixtures vrere readily analyzed by

density, which '*as determined. at 25 rCOoÇ by means of a i{eId

type pycnometer of about 25 mlu capacity* The concentration

Ìiras then determined f rom the publisheC tables o
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Thermal anal¡rsis was carried out in glass cells
equipped with a stirrer and closed from the atmosphereo

Temperatures were measured with a copper-constantan

thermocouple r¿rhose E.M. F. '!^ras recorded by a Brown recording
potentiometeru The eomponents will be dj-scussed indi-
vi dually o

1. The RgcorÈpÊ

The Brown reeording potentiometer used is an

instrument operating on the basic potentÍometer principle,
but, having the very great arivantage of being serf-balancing
and giving a continuous record" of the vortage measured.o

In a potentiometer the unknor.¡n E"M.F. ie opposed by a
known E.I'{.F' which may be varíed by a variable resistance

such as a s1j-dev¡ire contact until it is equal to the

unknown" llhen this condition is reached no current flov¡s

in the eircuit, and the instrument is said to be balanced"

The recording potentiometer is shown schematically in
Figure 7, A difference exists between the appried E"Ff,F"

f rom the thermocouple and the known E,Ivl. F. f rom the batLery

when the contaet is at all positions save the balanee pointn

Thus a d" c o vol t¿g6 whos e polarity depends on the d-i-rection

of unbarance wiLr appear across â.An This is converted by
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/

S c hemat ic Circuit Diagram of the
Potenti.omet er

$¿gure_3

Brown Reeording
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the treonversion s 1,agerr to an alternating voltage (at BB)

which is amplified by the Itvoltage amplif ier,rt This

controls the output of the üpower amplifiertr which in

turn drives therrbalancing motortrwhich fixes the position

of the slidewire conlact and the recording peho The

working battery is automatical.ly standardized against a

standard ceII at frequent intervals"

The accuracy attainable with such an instrument is

limited. For the rnodel used, which had a range of zero

to 10 millivolts, the chart could not be read to bettee

than ! .05 frvo A simple copper-constantan thermoeouple

has a temperature coefficient of about, n04 mv" per degree

C,, and thus temperatures could not be obtained with an

accuracy better than about lo0 with a simple thermoeouple"

One can of eourse increase the sensiùivity by using a

multi-junction the:'mocouple, but then one is restricted by

Nhe range of temperature to be cor¡eredo A triple juncùion

thermocouple of the above metals, for examplen is iimited

to a range of about 90oC.

This recorder gives the requi red pl-ot of ternperature

(in terms of nillivolts) against tine directly and automa-

ticall¡r, and resul ts in a great saving of labor and timeo
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2" The thermoeouples:

The thermocou,ples used were constructed of
eopper anci constantan, a ¡.^¡e1l-knorr¡n combination for work

ai loiv temperatureso For all work on the LiN03 HZA

system, and for nearly a1I points in the ternary system

lying above zeyo degrees centigrade, a trÍ.ple junct{on

couple was used, while for all other measurements a double

junetion thermocouple $ras emplo¡'ed"

The thermocouples (and at the same tirue the

recorder) were calibrated at low temperatures from the
freezing poi-nts of purified¡ r€distilled mercuryr.,spectro,/

grade carbon tetrachl-oride, reagent grade toluene, and.

ttspectro"grade d.íethyl etheru The freezing points of t,hese

substances are -38"BZoc, *zP"Boc , *95"0oc, and -ll_6.3oc

respectively. Since Roeser and Wensel (25) suggest that
calibration points need be no eloser than jOoC apart, this

is crearry ad-equate, The triple junction couple 1,ras not

used at very low temperatures, so only the first trvo

substances named were used for its caribration" calibra-

tion above Ooc was mad.e by ccmpariscn r,¡ith a pr:,e uj-ously

calibrated mercury in glass thermometer reading to ,loc.

The E"li'i.F. for

from the National Bureau

difference between this

E,I{"F. was found l-n each

each temperature used was obtai ned

of Standards Circular 508. The

tabulated E.Mn F, ârrd, the observed

case, anC plotted against t,he
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observed 8.1,[.F" according lo the method of Roeser and

I'tensel (25)" Provj-ded that the ccrrectlons are sinalJ-,

as they ri'Iere found to be, a sli'aight Iine interpolation

betr.¡een the calibration points may be used io give the

correction to be a¡rplied to-any observed E.lui"Fn

The reference junction of Lhe thermocouples Ìras

mainta.ined in a well-stirred mixture of ice and rvater

in a dev¡ar flask"

a
)a The Freeglng_Pg.int Cells :

Tv¡o types of ceIl vlere used which differed funda-

mentally only in the method of stir::in6¡" Both eons isted

of an inner glass tube containing the solution and surrounded

by an outer jacket which could be evacuated ae required tc

reduce the rate of coolingu -4. we] l- for the thermocouple

extended into the solution near lhe stirrern

The flrst type of celI, shown in Figure 8 t, r/tas

stirred by a glass spiral attached to a BIass-covered iron

slug which i.¡as moved up and. down by means of an external

magnet driven by an electric moto:: from an automobile

windshield wiper. Filling of ihe ce11 r,¡as accomplisherl

through a ground glass joint; when this lras capped the

solution was completely j-solated from the etmosphere"

The outer jacket was also fitted by means of a grou.nd

glass joinù¡ fiâking these eells:-deal for use with solutions
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freezing above room temperature. Such soluüions could

be rapidly warmed by placing the inner tube direetly in
a beaker of hot watero the usual volume of solution
placed in these cells was about 15 ml,

The second type of cell, shown in Figure 8b, waa

used when viscosity effects prevented the rather weak

magnetic stirring of the previous cells from being effeetive.
Most low temperature work was done in theseo Stirring
xras performed mechanically through a mercury sealo An

outlet was provided to e qualize pressures on both sides

of the seal¡ since considerable contraction of the air in

the cell occurred on cooling. To this outlet was aùtached

a tube of desiecant, either drierite or magnesiun perchlorateo

These cells were somewhat larger than the previous type, and

held about 40 nln of soluti.on; Iarger volumes could not be

stirred effectively.

Cooling was attained by immersing the celI in a

dewar flask containing a suitable cooling agent" Usually

either a dry-ice acetone mixture or liquid nitrogen was

used,

Bo Apparalus_lgf SgluÞilit¿_Delgrgigågiggg s

A few solubility determinations of lithlum nitrate
in absolute ethanol were carried out. The solubility
ceII, a glass vessel containj.ng about 150 tnI, of solute and
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Mercury

Freezing Point
(b) with

0e11s (a) with }tagneti_c Stirring¡
Mechanlcal Stirring

Fieure I
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solvent, was plaeed in a constant temperature be.th and

the contents sti-rred through a mercury seal. When

equÍlibriun was esfablished, some solutíon courd be with-
drar¡rn for analysis through a sintered glass filter-stick
that repraced the stirreru The fil-trate was corrected.

in a receiver attached by a ground glass joint, The

solubility ceI'l anci sampling apparatus ere shown in
Figure 9,

Air
lnlet

To Suction

So lu bility
Cell

R eceiver

Sin te re d
Gloss

The Solubility CeIl and Sampling Apparatus

Figure 9
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The constant temperature bath used above OoC was

a sinple thermostai of a conventional type, conlrolled to
better than -f- "05oc" colder baths were suitable freezing

mixtures (crushed ice anC water, i-ce, sa1t, and waterr or

dry-ice and acetone) k"pt in a four litre wide-mouth dewar

flask t'hich was packed in a case IÍned with cotton waste

and wrapped rvith heavy felto n{bout two inches of felt
covered the top,

one degree"

The temperatures were constant to within

C* TÞg X=RÊ.¿ ni{ffe.cticn_Caggras :

Although x-¡¿y diffraction photographs present

little problem at room temperature, pictures above or below

room temperature require speciat equipment (26)" A

high temperature camera was available and was used. in the

investigation of the systenr LiNO 3 * Hzo, but for the study

of solj-d phases in the system c2H5oH * H20 a low tempera ture
camera was required" It was found possible to construct
a simple modifieation of the high temperature camera that
was able to be operated at 1ow temperatureso The s e rdere

both based on the standard cylindrical camera design, and

are described in detail below,

1. Ihe_ High Temperature Camera

Bue rger

the spe

The high t emperature camera Ïras a copy of the

camera (27) ( 28), available comrne rciallf,, in which

cimen was mounted at, the eentre of an asbestos tube
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eon¿aining a snall coil of n.ichrome wire which served

as the heater. A space of about 5 mmo width between

two loops of this coil permitted passage of the x-rays"

To protect the film a coil of eopper lubing through which

water could be cireulated surrounded. the heater, and

this combination formed a cj/] inder iuhich was mounted cc)-

axially with the fitm caseo Â metal framework covered

with black paper protecled the fil¡o from light ruhile the

entire outer film case was cì.ernountable" A thermometer

inserted in the open end of the inner cylinder Save the

Lemperature of the sPecimen'

The d.iameter of the filn case was nominally 57"3

¡lrtre Therefore, a I mmo d.istance measured on the f ilm

would represent a diffracting angle ê of one degree'

Temperature could be controll-ed by supplying

power through a variable transformero The temperature

fluctuated by about t lOoC unless constant supervision was

exercised; this was chiefly due to variation in the flou

of cooling watern No closer control was required for

this investigationo

Figure l-O shows the high temperature camers' with

the fu-rnace tube in place. The film case and film cover

are shot¡n beside it 
"
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The High Temperature Camera, Partially Assernbled

Elsurg 19,
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2o Tþg_I,cw Tu*pglgture_Camera :

This camera uas constructed from the high

temperature camera by replacing the heater tube with a

e]'linder that permitted a cold atmosphere to be kept

around the specimen. This consisted of a brass e¡rfi¡¿"t

heavily lined v¡j-th sheet cork" A cellophane covered

slit extending most of the way around this tube permitted

passage of the x-rays, '*hile a stotted glass tube fitted

about the cylinder behind the slit served as a defroster.

.A stream of dry nitrogen gas fronn a cylinder passed

through this defrosting tube and swept across the cel1o-

phane eovered sl-it¡ cêrrying al{ay moist air anC hence

preventing frost format,iono This nitrogen then passed

out through lhe open faee of the cameraâ

As a coofing agent, boiling liquid nitrogen was

usedo The boiler nas somewhat similar to tþat described

by ciof fi and Ta.ylor (29)" 14. four litre wide-mouth dewar

flask was fitted with an insulated metal top attaehed by

a mixtrrre of beeswax and resin¡ softened by a little

turpentine, The top contained three holes fitted with

rubber stol:persu Through one passed the lead wires to

the heator, i,rhich t¡as a coil of nichrome r¡ire v¡ound on a

glass rod bent in a cirerrlar shape and placed near the

bottom of the dewaro This heater had a resistanee of
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about L5 ohms at room temperature u The second hole

'braa used f or filling, while the third contained the

outlet tube. This urås first of copper¡ I ater of glass

with a rubber joint to permit flexibility when inserting

into the cameraô It was insulated only with a layer of

cotton wasteo The bo1ler is shor'¡n in l'igure 11,

The Liquid Nitrogen Boiler of the l,ow
Temperature Camera

LreursJf

The out]et tube was ins erted into the open end

of the cork-li-ned brass c]¡Iinder¡ and lhe cold nitrogen

gas emerged direetly on the specineno After passing

over ùhe sample, the cooli-ng gas escaped through a hole

Comero

Dewor
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originally designed to cont,ain a screw for centering the

specimen, Thi-s screr¡t Ïtras of course absent during *,he

runs o

Temperatu.re was measured by means of a copper-

conslantan thermocoupleg PIaced iust behj-nd lhe specimen6

This juncti.on was led in throu.gh the slot in the outer

film case provided for the cooling coil of lhe high t'empera-

ture cemerar

Temperature r¡Ias contro-l-1ed by controlling the

rate of boil-ing of the lio,uid nitrogen by means of a

variable transf ormer" ÏÙiùh r easonable atteution a -bempera-

tu.r'e bonstant, to within L 5oe could be attained easily and

the desired temperature could be reached very rapiclly"

The 1ow temperature camera is illustrated in

Figures L2, 13 and I4" Figure 12 shows the components

of the camera,, pigure 13 shows the camera partially

assembled, and Figure I4 shows the camerâ ready for operation'

I

i

t.
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The Low Tenperature Camera, Showing Conponents

råesrgJg

Teraperature Camera,

Elegre=12

The Low Partially Assembled
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The l,ow Temperature Camera in Operation

Figure 14
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The perf ormance of the cemera r.rith regard to

temperature was better than anticipated. Four lii:res

of liquid nitrogen were suf ficient to reach and æi nta j-n

a temperature of -80oC for about two hourso while at

*LZOoC the rate of boiling was about three litres per

houro During refilling of the boiler, the camera lost

ite tenperature, but only for a fe¡¡ moments 
"

The defrosting device used prevented formation

of frost on the slit and on the paper eovering of the

filrn at all temperat,ures attained. At temperatures

approaching -8OoC much frost tended to form on the outside

of the cametra, but this did not interfere tn¡ith its operation.

The minimum temperature ât, which this eamera could be

operated satisfactorily for a reasonabl-e length of time

vlas about -t30oC.

Pictures taken at low temperatures should be

sharper i;han those taken at room temperature because

thermal vibration of the atoms is less, In this camera,

hoin¡ever, this ïras offset by extraneous scattering of the

x*ï'ays, firstly from the ee'l f6pþ¿n" severing of the sIi.t,

and secondly from the glass capillaries in r,r¡hich the samples

!\rere p-l-aeedo Absorption by the paper fílm cover required

that the exposure time be longer than fgt room tempera.ture

pictures with standard cameras, and this coniributed to an

inerease in the general background darkening"
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,À more serious fault of bhis camera lay in the

presence of stray lines which a ppeared on the dj-ffractio:r

patterr?€ Some of these were due Èo the collimating

syslem, and vrere present also in the high temperature

camera, but a few broad bands exj-s+,ed that had atl in-

expl icable o::igino These varied in intensitJr in an

aplJarently irregular manner from one run to another"

Al.1 of these lines f ell at fixed place s, hol¡ever, and

could be el-iminated by refei.ence to a photograph laken

luith no specimen presentn Moreo.rei','r,heir appearance

differed greatly from lines from the samples, so Lhat

there was little chance of confusionn
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EÄPEETMENTAT PROCgpgRE

A" !he S¿elg_m_litþigg Nitrate -_Water

solutions of lithiun nitrate in water firsü were

made up to approxinately known concentrations. when

complete solution took place below room temperature, a

comparatively large volume of solution was made upi

part of this Íras praced in the freezing point ceLr and

the remainder was analyzedo If the freezing point

of the solution was above room temperature, it was

usualry the practi-ce to add the dry.¡ powdered sorid. and

the water to the cell separaterri this was immersed in
hot water and süirred until comprete solution took placeo

After the compretÍon of the cooling curves the mixture

was }¡armed again and the solution poured out for analysis,
A ground grass cap on the ceII prevented evaporation from

the warmed solutionn

Cooling was usually slowed to about IoC ,per minute

near the freezing point by evaeuation of the outer jacketo

considerable supercooling rnras encountered, particularry
in more concentrated solutions, buù this was reduced by

Itseedingr the solution at the freezi-ng point with a surarl

amount of solid taken directly fron the reagent bottlen
The solution was melted and refrozen until at least üwo

freezing points v¡ere obtained that agreed within the

experimental error, which was estimaied as +."zolo
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To determine the compositj-on of the ice-trihydrate
eutectic, a sample of solution remaining when a mÍxture

showed the eutectic hatt was wj-thdrawn through a tube con-

taining a glass-wool plug and analyzedo

No trace of the peri-üeetic point reported by Donnan

and Burt (2) could be found by thernal analysis, and the

work of Canpbell and Kartzmark (3) had strongly indicated

that it did not existo Howeverr âs an additional check,

some x-ray diffraction work was done" If the break i-n the

freezing point curve really did exi-st, it courd be due eiùher

to a second hydrate, as Donnan and Burt suggested, or to an

allotropic urodification of the anhydrous salto Both of

these possibilities hrere investigated.

A sample of anhydrous LiN03 was finely ground in a dry-
box and sealed into a fine glass capi.llary tube, X-ray

diffraction pictures were taken in the high temperature

camera at room temperature, 45oC, and 100oC" A seeond

picture was taken at the latter temperature after prolonged

heating in case any phase transformation occurred slowlyo

A second sample was made up to have a composition closely

corresponding to that of the henihydrateo This, too, was

sealed into a capillary, and after it had been naintained

at t+5oC for sone timerlnx-ray diffraction phobograph was taken
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of it. By comparing the positions of the lines in
these pictures it is possibre to determine if a different
solid phase was present in any of them"

No diffraction pattern for LiN03 "3lHzo is risted. in
the A.s.T.l'[. index of diffraction patternsr so this corn-

pound was photographed at room temperature on the standard
camera. The nerting point of this substance ries at

about 3OoC and it was found impossible to gri_nd it to the

requj-red flne powder at room temperature because oI the

soft nature of the crysùarsn The mortar and pestre were

therefore thoroughly chilred and the grinding carried out

in t,he co1d, where no difficulty was encountered.o It
was even possible to road a capilrary tube under such

conditions. The photograph in the capirlary was taken

only to be sure that no loss of water from the tríhydrate
occurred during the exposure6 This was considered possible

since a few lines i.n the patternof ühe trihydrate were

nearly identicar with some of the lines gi.ven for the êD-

hydrous sa1t, but no such loss occurredn

For all pictures copper K",, radiation was used, The

standard camera had a diameter of 57.3 hno
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The_,[¿stgm Ethanof_- Ttatgg:

Solutions for thermal analysis Ìrere made up from

redistilled 96 percent ethanol and water, or from abso-

lute ethanor a nd water when concentrations greater than

96 percent by weighü eühanol were desiredo The exact

concentration was determined from the densityo LittIe
supercooling was encountered in dilute solutions, but as

the alcohol conLent was increased, the supercooling also

increased until beyond 75 weight percent ethanol it
beeame extremely difficult to obtai-n a freezing point

at allo 0n coolingr solutions in this region became

extremely syrupy and were usually opaque due to the

presence of air bubblesu The use of mechanical stirring
was inperative here, Little difficulty from supercooling

was encountered with absolute ethanol, but as water was

added supercooling increased rapidlyo

To investigate the solid phases separating, x-ray
diffraction photographs were taken of frozen solutionso

In all cases the solution was placed in a capillary tube

drawn out from large diameter Pyrex tubing so as to have

very thin waIls. The ends of these capillaries

could nof be sealed in a flame when filLed with solution,

so the ends vlere closed with plasticineo It was found

that a fairly wide capillary rras necessary to prevent

separation of the liquid column duri.ng cooling" This

was especially true for sampleB rich in e thanolo
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Di-ffracti-on photographs vrere taken first of ice at

temperatures from -zOoC to -8OoC¡ ês a basis of comparisonu

A series of pictures Ì{rere also taken of solutions containing

less than 4O percent by weight ethanol at various temperatures,

particularly above the suspected peri.tectic temperature of

-3OoC, If any netr phase appeared it was expected. to do so

beyond 40 weight percent ethanol, a nd photographs were taken

in this regi.on at a series of temperatures and compositions.

The composj-tion was not taken beyond 65 percent ethanol, since

t,he sample often refu.sed to crystallize beyond this pointo

The temperature was not taken below -lOOoCo All of these

pictures rtlere taken with copper K< radi-ati-on with an exposure

time of about L"5 hours, Diffracti-on photographs were also

taken of absolute ethanol, both with copper and with iron
radiati-on, at temperatures between -120oC and -13OoCo

c o Tþe S¡sten_Lfllige_\ilrgte_=_E!.baagt

This system was first attacked by the method of

thermal analysis. The solutions were made up directly by

putti-ng weighed quantities of freshly fused Iithium nitrate

and absolute ethanol into bottles equipped with ground glass

caps.. AII manipulations, including filling of the freezing

point ceIIs, hlere earri-ed out in the dry-þ6¡. AII solutions

of lithium nitrate in èthanol were very viscous and supercool-ed

extensivelyo Seeding of these solutions with anhydrous

crystalline lithium nitrate did not help, and freezing points
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eourd be determined only in solutions contaS,ning less
than about six percent salto

rn order tc obtain i-nf ormation i.n higher corr-
centration regions, solubility measurements were made

at' a series of temperatureso These !üere 5OoC , 3OoC,
zooc, OoC and -2loco An attenpt was made to obtain
the solubility at -8OoC, but the extreme viscosity made

sanpling Ínpossible. The proeedure of this method

consisted of stirring together absolute ethanol and
exeess lithium niùrate until equiribrium was establi-shed

usually for from four to sÍx d.ays, Solution was

then withdrawn a.nd analyzed" During t,he sampling,
which often took considerabre ti.me, the air inlet of the
sampli-ng device was attached to a drying tube containing
a good desj-ccantn The receiver was chilled to red.uce

evaporation from the filtrateo

rn order to be certain that equiribriun had. been

reached when the mixture was samplecl, in two cases

(eo"roc and o.ooc) sanpres Ìrere withd.rawn on successive
days and the concentrations of each determinedn Since
no ehange was found, it was apparent that equiribrium
had been reaehedo This test was not applÍed to the
other runs, but since all of t,he resurts lie on a smooth

curve, it is evident that equiribrium was at reast
closely approached in alI cêseso Aü low temperatures,
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Ðo

the lithiun nitrate ethanol mixture Ï¡as chilled
before stirriag in order to elininate any possibility

of supersaturating (perhaps with alcohotate) a solution

saturated at a higher temperatureo

Thg Ternar¿_fl¿stem Litþiuq_Nitlate_: Ethanol -_WAter

The first approach to the ternary system involved

an attempt to follow the eutectic troughs inward from

the lithiun nitrate - water edge of the diagramu

$olutions r¡rere made up having a compositi-on near expected

positions of the troughsu These solutions h¡ere cooled

until the eutecti.c halt appeared, and some of the

remaini-ng liquid was withdrawn for analysis through a

glass tube containing a plug of glass wool" This gives

a composition lying on the eutectic trough at the tem-

perature of samplingr but the high viscosity of the

solutions made sanpling i-mpossible at 1ow temperatures

and dif f.icult at higher ones, and the metastability

encountered also presented difficulty"

this method was abandonedo

Consequently,

The only suitable alternative available was to

study the ternary as a number of pseudo-binary systems

in each of which the ratio of two of the components was

kept fixed while the concentration of the third in this

mixture was varied" The si-mplest of such pseudo-binaries
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used a fixed ethanol - ïrâter solution as solvent for
anhydrous lithium nitrabe, and five pseudo-binaries

of this type ürere investigated" The procedure applied

was identieal with that applied to the lithiun nitrate

- water system, but with particular care being taken

to prevent any change in the alcohol - water ratio of

the solutionsn Such changes could have been brought

about by evaporation or by the use of lithiurn nitrate
contaj.ning v¡ater.

When considered in relation to the graphical

expression of the ternary system as a whole, the freezing

points on such pseudo-binary systeurs lie on s traight
lines radiating from the lithium nitrate apex and cutting
the ethanol water edge at the composition of the

solution used as solvento Only the poi.nt of first
crystallj.zation may be used sinee, in general, the path

of crystallization of the solution does not lie along

the line of the pseudo-binary rteut¡r and so tbe composi-

tj-on of the liquid freezi-ng at a eutectic trough does

not have the alcohol - water ratio of the pseudo-binary

systemo Therefore¡ pseudo-binarl eutectic temperatures

could be found accurately only if the original solution
happened to have the composition of bhe eutecùico If,
however, the ori.ginal compos ition túere clos e to tha t of
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the eutectic, the temperature of the eut,ectic halt
obtained would be at, most a very few degrees berow the
true temperature. Since it was not considered. u¡orth_

while for the purposee of this investi-gation to prepare

sampres having fhe exact pseudo-binary eutectic composi-
tion, the eutecti-c halt of å, solution near this poi-nt

was takenu

fn cases where the solid phase separating was the

anhydrous sart, the path of crystalrizaüion would

follow the line of the pseudo-binary rrcutoÍ True

euteciic temperatures could be obtained in such casesc

ït is crear that everything said above about eutectic
halts "ppii"" to peri.tectíc halts under the same conditionso

rn addition to pseudo-bi-nary systems havi.ng a fixed
ethanol - water ratior srstems having a fixed rithiun
nitrate - water ratio can be treated. without great diffi-
curtyo .A,ccordingly, the hydrate tiN03"3H2o was made up

and freezing points with increasing amounts of ethanoL

were determinedo rn order to avoid the experiuental
difficulties associated with absolute ethanol, the tri-
hydrate was dissolved in a solvent of 96 weight percent

ethanor i.n water and containing suffi-cient anhydrous

tiNo3 to give a lithiun nitrate - water ratio in this
solvent of one more to three" This system must behave

as a true binary system between the compounds r.íNO3,3ïzo

and ctHtOH as long as the trihydrate is the stable sorid.
s e parating,
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It is interesting to note that alcoholic solutions
could usually be induced to crystallize at their
freezing point by seeding with anhydrous lithium nitrate"
This was true even when the anhydrous salt was not the

sol id phase separatingo The effect Ìra6 not always

instantaneous. ¿,fter a solution had been frozen once,

it could usually be frozen subsequently lrith much less

supercooringo Anhydrous lithiun ni-trate was often used

to obtain the first crystallization" Its effect,
however., wâs reduced or absent in solutions of higher

alcohol contento

In pseudo-binary systems of high ethanol contenü,

some inconclusive evidence for the existence of a trsolvaterl

of lithiun nitrate other than the trihydrate was obüained

f rom th ermal analysi-s " In one case, that of the rtcutrr

using 66.4 weight percent ethanol as solvent, a peritectic
point appeared to exist, as well as the maximum that
was present on "cuts" for lower alcohol content" In
order to determine if the peritectic, which was based on

somewhat uncertain evidence, really existed, it wag

decided to examine by x-ray povrder diffraction the sorj-ds

separatlng above and bel-ow thi-s poÍnto Therefore,

sorutions were made up firstly having the concentration

of the maximum on the freezing poiirt curve¡ and secondly,
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wíth a concentration ress than that of the peritectic
pointo These were filtered at a temperature between

IToC and 13oC in the first case, and at OoC in the

second case" The solids vrere sucked. as dry as possible,
and ground in the cold for x-ray analysiso

Pictures were taken with the specimens exposed to
the air, and al-so in sealed. capillarieso It was found,
however, that the crystals obtained berow the apparent

eutectic point were so fibrous and melted so readily
that they defeated arr attempts to load a capirlary with
them. Part of the ease with which they were found to
nelt may have been due to occluded alcoholo

In solvents of greater alcohol content, where

additionar indieations of arcoholate formation were

found, the viscosity nade the normal procedure of
fittering through sintered glass impossi-ble at the tem-

peratures required. It was fe1t, therefore, that further
work along this line with the facilities at hand would

not be worthwhileo $ome consideration r¡¡as given to
freezing solutions rrin siturr in the 1ow temperature

camera, but since it was observed that crystalrÍzation
could never be obtained without vigorous stirring or

scratching of the grass, this nethod did noü promj-se to

be fruitful ei.thero
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EXPEBIMENTAL RESUTTS

The experimental data are collee,ted

in the followj-ng tables, which list
the îreezing points, solubilities

and x-ray diffraction patterns of the

systems investigatedu
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Thermal "å,naIysi-s data of the systern lithium ni-Nrate -r¡ater
Solid Phases Present
ali.-E¡e-eaåJ€3ai.eL_-

ice
t¡

It

ice + [iN03 
"3H2OtiN03 " 3H2O

fl

ll
n

It

It

ll
It

rt

il
lt
I

LiNOâ
u)
tl

ry

ll
I

gll-{.-L:iIgå

10u 7
l_ó. o
22.3
24.5
3 0,1
35 "r40.1
410 g
!v2 "l
l+3 "7
5L"3
55"2
56,a
57.9
58.0
59 ,6
62"3
63 

"Lt63 
"66l+ n6

66,h
66 "g

-7^4
-11.3
-w "7
-7,g
L,5

L4"5
r7*5
20,2
20 "62g,l+
29 .l+
29.6
29 .5
29 ,5
2g. g
33 "6l+L.3
L7 "L
53 "7
70" 0
75"6

Fre e zing
Poin',, o6

fnvariant
P-ei¿!--1ç--

-22"8
-23 " l+

-22,9
-22,9
-22 "g

)no
27 "g27.9
27,g
)r7 o
-la/
27 

"g27,9

Latt ic e

ragrE_rL

X-Ray Powder Diffraction pattern of tíN03.3H20

Relative
Int ensit

7
3

IO
2
2
1
5
I
I
I
)
3
2

Spacine (^f )-îT*-*d
4.20
3.47
2.gg
2.79
2.69
2"53
2.3?
2"13
2"o2
1.90
L.80
r, 71
r.5h
L.36



Thermal Analysis

C ompo s it ion
Í{r. i6 c 2u rou

8"1
14" I
2L.l+
27.L
32"L
38" 1
l+0. h
l+I 

"6l+3 oz
l+5 "Lh8 "3
53 

"O56.3
62o5
6l+"O
67 'l7L"3
7 5.5
75"8
81" I
92"7
g3,g
95.6
gó. g

87.b
gg" r
g3 

"6
9 5.1+
g7,8

r00.0

rÀgrE_rrr

Ðata of the $ystem A2H5OH-H2A

Freezing Point
oc

55a

Invariant Point
oc

-124.1
-Lzh,l+
-rzbuL
-!24.r
-L2l+.L
-L24"6
-123 u8

-3,8
-7 'l+-L2,7*17r9

-22,1+*2ê.3
-3O.3
-30.8
-3Io8
-33,L
-31+"2
-39.6
-40" g
-45 "7*h6"5
-52"6
-56 "L
-64" o-r:",

:

-L22.9
-r18" 6

-LL5 "7-114"4
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TABTE IV

X-Ray Powder Diffractj.on Pattern

0bserveÈ_n3499

LatticG
spsclge a (A)

(Mean o!_4 Ple[ufes ). Relative
Literature Values

Lattice Relative

4,].l+
3.92
3.55
2.7O
2.3o
2.11
l"g5
I"l+5
L.39
L.27

taltigg-Spacíne d (l:l

Is!eqg!Þ
vo weak
medium
strong
medium
medium
st rong
s t rong
v. weak
weak
ve weak

gpacine ¿ (Ao)

3 "923.67
3"h4
2,67
2.26
2 "07L"g2
L.52
r"37
1.30
L"25
1" 1?

Intensity

10
100

20
L5
IO
5o
IO
L5

¿

3
3
5

ÎABLE V

X-Ray Porrder Diffraction Pattern of Frozen Solutions Containing
less than 40 wù n îl Ethanol at Temperatures above -3OoÇ.(Mean of I pictures)

Number of
Ti¡ngg Obs elved

4.18
3,92
3 "76
3"51+
2,69
2"3o
2.L3
r"39

&elgtlge_Int egs it¿
vc weak
weak
v. weak

, strong, diffuse
medium
strong
medium
weak

3
4
3
I
I
5
6
5
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X-Ray Powder Diffraction Pattern of Frozen golutionq
more than 4O wt. % ELhanoI at Temperatures from -30oC
(Mean of IC pictures)

Lattice 9.pe.cigg_d fAo)

Containing
to -9OoC"

3.6L
3,32
2"97
2"61+

Thermal Analysis

C ompos ition
Yz % \iI9¡

0.0
0og
2,L
3"8
5"5
6"3

Eclgligg_IÊt,ens!!¿
weak, diffuse
s t rong
strong
vo weak

TABLE VIT

the SysÈem LiN03-Ç ZH50H"

Freezing Point
og

-r14.4
-1r5.8
-rL6 "7
-118" 2

-LI8,6
-L24"

!48!E-ITII

Systen tiNO3-C2H50H.

Solubility
{!. I t i}co2

25 u6
zl+ "72l+. o
23 "o2L"g

Number of
Ifeee_Aplearigg

6
10
I
2

Data of

Solubility Data of the

T emperat ure
oç

50"0
30.1
20"1
0.0

-2L.
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Thermal Analysis Ðata of the pseudo-pinary SystentiN03 - 2J"2 wto % Q2H5AH"

Compos it j-on
Ïrt o % ¡i¡'tO"____¿

0n0
8"5

LO"2
L2"7
15. 0
L7 "620.3
24,3
35 "h
l+8 "652.2
57 "g56.7

Thermal Analysis
wto % crurou"

Composition
wt, Ii-t iN03

0.0
5"6
9.7

L2" 5
14" 1

33.8
39 "640 "3
l+2 "8l+7 

"Ol+8.7

51" 0
52.3
54.O

rag!E_a

Ðata of the Pseudo-Binary System

Freezing Point
oc

-17, I
-25 no
-27.L
-3 0.1
-35,3
-26,9
-16.6

-4.6
13"0

25 "o25.3
50 "639.7

Ps eudo-Invariant
Point oC

-41" I

22"L
22"3

IiN03 -l+2"0

Free zing Point
oc

Ps eudo-Invariant
Point oC

*51o 0

20 
"72L.O

-30 "6-38.8
-44,9
-41, I
-3¡+"7

L5"5
2r"3

(':'21. )
22,ln
22 "L2]-"6

2L"3
35.6
46.2



TABLE XI

Data of the Pseudo-Binary System
i6 c2n5o["

Freezing Point
oC

59

Thermal Analysi-s
tlN03 E 49.7 wt..

Compositj,on
{t ' %_li¡¡92

0"0
5"0
8o0

r0" 4
r4,1
L9.7
36 "o37 "O38"5
l+3 "7l+5 "7b8'5
48, I

Composition
ffi " f-!tl9z

0n0
h"g
6.9
9.0

LO.2
13.8

, r5"5
19.3
23 

"226.6
27,O
29.6
29 "730,g
35,6
3 5,?
40" 0
l+3 rO
1+3 

"9

-36,o
-43 "h-48.7
-5/,+.2
-33.7
-L2.4
r8' I
L9 n2
2on I
21. g
2L"3
23,6
30.1

Freezing Point
oc

-47,4
-57.9_63.2

-62"o
-27.O
-18" 2

-7 o8
4.4

r0" 3
Ilo0
13"g
14.1
L5 

"6L7.5
L7 "3L6,6
3L.L
l+3,L

Ps eudo-Inva riant
Point oC

-58 "g

19,8
19 "5

Ps e udo-Inva riant
Point oC

-73 "0

12'1
12 "5

15,0
l'4,6

IASIE. XII

Thermal Analysis Data of the Pseudo-Binary System
tiN03 66,Ia wt n 14 C2H50H.
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thernal Analysis Ðata of the Pssuds-Binary System
LiNO3 J8,2 wt " 7¿ A2H5}H.

Conposition
ïrt, ø-LiNOa

L6.6
L7.g
2L"5
24 "h26 

"227"1+
30.6
3L.l+
32.6
32"9
34" 5
35"L
35.2
36 *2

Freezing Point
oc

-L3,2
-6 "3-L.3

0"9
1"6
2.5
5"1+
5"6

(= 5 "2)11" 3
24"o
2g. g

3L,9
43"5

TABLE XIV

Ps eudo-Invariant
Point oC

!i^-7)
5"7

5.r

Freezing Point
oc

29 
"62h"2

22 
"420.2

18" I
L6 "316. I
L4"5

9"?
7.7
L"7

_I.0

-5 u2

-25 "o

fron pseudo*binary cuts

Thermal Analysis Data of the System tiN03"3H20 - C2H50H.

Composition

!': Llz'ro\
0n0

L4o2a
24"44
3oo oa
32"9
l+O.9
41" r
l+6.84

52.6
5h"l+
59 "O61"9a

67 "3

72"2

a Va1ues interpolated
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The results obtained for this system, as listed in
Table I and shown graphically in Figure L5, are not in
complete agreement with those of Ðonnan and Burt (2).

The ice - trihydrate euteetic lies at -zzogoT and 24.5

weight percent lithium nitrate; this i-s at both a lower

üemperature and a lower concentration than report.à by

Ðonnan and Burt (-L7.8oct 33 wtu % r,iwo3¡" The higher

eutectic, at 27.gol and 6ir.5 weight percent lithium

nitrate, is also different from the value previously

accepted (2g,6oC¡ 59 ,,îþ" Ø tillO3¡, Here, trihydrate is

in equilibriun with anhydrous lithiun nitrate and not

Itj-th henihydrate as the prevS-ous study had supposed.

The nelting point of l-ithium nitrate trihydraüe was found

to be 29o601"

À1I of the x-ray diffraction photographs taken in
the high temperature camera previously descrj.bed were

fundamentally identical, although at higher temperatures

the li-nes became broader and some of the fainter ones

disappe ared o From this it is apparent firstly ühat

only one phase of the anhydrous salt exists in the tempera-

ture range from room to IOOoC, and secondly that a mixture

having the composition of the hemihydrate at temperatures
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above that of the higher eutectic contains only anhydrous

lithium nitrate as the sorid phase" This evidence,

together with the observations of carcpberl and Kartzmark
(3), decisively refutes the craim that a heni-hydrate

exists o

The x-ray powder diffraction pattern for L1NO3.3H2o

is li-sted in Table rr" The rattice spacing gives the

separation of the atomic planes in Angstrom units o

Rerative intensities of the lines were estimated visuaIly,
with the strongest rine being assigned. an intensi_ty of ro.
the trihydrate pattern has many rines i-n common with that
of the anhydrous salt, but care was taken to ensure that
no water was lost from the trihyd.rate; the pattern is not
that of a mixture,
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The results from the thermal analysis study of this
system are listed in Table III and the phase diagram is
shown in Figure L6o It was found that supercooling

increased with ethanol content, beeoming extremellr perr

sistent beyond 75 weight percent ethanol where j,t became

impossible to detect an initial freezing point, although

eutectic harts could be obtained with solutions having up

to the eutectic compos i-tionn Even on warming a completely

frozen solution no definite nelting point could be

obtained o This was perhaps because the very viscous

mixture then present could not be stirred adequately even

with fairly high speed stirring" 0n the alcohol side

of the eutectic, supercooli-ng and viscosity increased wj-th

i.ncreasing water content, but reasonably good freezing

points could be observed up to the eutectic point. No

eutecti.c halts were obtained in this region, and this may

be an indication that the solid solution formation reported

by Pushin and Glagoleva (14) does indeed existo

Solid soluti.on formation is most eommon between

substances having sj.milar crystal structures" Ice

crystallizes in the hexagonal system, and although the

structure of the ethanol molecule is known, nothing is
knor,un as to the crystal structure of solid alcohol, but the

direct observations of WahI (22) j-ndicate that i-t has a very

unsymmetrical formo This could easily result if the crystal
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were made up from the irregular chafns of ethanol molecules

that Prietzschk has shown to be preeent in the cold liquid.
It could then be possible for water to enter such a crystal

IattÍce as part of an alcohol chain, or even as the point

of linkage of two or more chains, since Prietzschk indícates

that such linkage eertainly takes place in the liquido
Formation of solid solutions of ice in ethanol thus may

be accounted for readily without the need of similar crystal

structureso

The freezíng point curve shows the infleetion found

by Tarassenkov (15) and by Sha1berov eto a1. (1ó), but

no peritectic halt could be obtained" The inflection
falls at -30oC and 39.5 percent by weight ethanol. The

eutectic was obtained at -Lzb"IoC, and at about 93"O weight

percent ethanol, whereas Pushin and Glagoleva (14) reported

the values 93u5 weight percent ethanol and -118oC for this

point, The freezing point of absolute ethanol was found

to be -1I4o ho9, within experimental error equal to the most

generalty accepted value of *1I4n6oCn
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Results of the x-ray diffraciion studies at low

temperatures are colleeted j,n Tables IV, V and VI, which

Iist the spacings and intensities of the lines from

diffraction photographs of ice, of dilute ethanol solu-

tions (i"e. solutions contai-ning less than 30 percent

by weight ethanol), and of more concentrated ethanol

soluti-ons, respectivelyo The pictures in all cases corl-

tained much background darkening, and the lines were qui-te

broad since it r¡ias necessary to use wide capi-llaries to

prevent separati_on of the liquid column on cooling¡ so

that no great accuracy in the measurement of the spacings

could b e obtained.. ¿,lthough the nominal diameter of the

came ra ïras 5?.3 ¡¡ttro r the' f act that bhe ice pattern, the

mean of four pictures, has spacings consistently Iarger

than those listed in the A.S.T.M. index and determined by

Dennison (:O¡ and. by Barnes (31), indicates either that

the camera is slightly smaller than this or that shrinkage

of the film occurredo No attempt was made to calibrate

the camera, since only comparative results vlere desired

and the discrepaney $¡as not large in any caseo

From TabIe

spacings for ice

literature (30¡

IV it is evident that the values of the

agree quite reasonably ivith those of the

but are all somewhat larger as indicated

the strong line of spacing d =3"67A0 norabove " Neither
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the weaker line at ð, = 3,4¿!Ao could be found, but a strong

line was obtaÍned at d = 3n55Ao, and i-t is probable that

this is equivalent to the two missing lines. Consideri.ng

ùhe smal1 camera used and the width of the lines obtained,

it is not surprising that resolution of this line into

its components was not obtai ned. A very weak lj-ne at

d=4.1440 which does not appear in the literalure tabulatíon

also occurred"

The diffraction patterns of dilute alcohol solutions
*,aken under such conditions lhat no compound could be formed

(i,eo ât temperatures above that of the inftection point)

were not goodo The lines were quite dÍffuse, Iargely due

to unfrozen liquid in the sampleso As expected, the

results here also agree fairly well with the literature

tabulation for ice, although an additionalline at d=3,76A0

appeared in three cases, and many of the weaker lines were

absent" The additional line cannot be explainedn The

results are shown in Table Vo

of eight pi-ctures.

The spacings are the mean

The pattern given by s olutions contaj-ning more than

40 percent by weighi; ethanol is listed in Table Vïo

total of ten pictures containing distinguishable lines were

used" These pictures ï¡ere l-ittle better than those taken

j.n dilute solutions and the lines vrere particularly broad,
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since in general wj.der capillaries were required for such

solutionso Few lines were obtained -- really only three

that appeared at aIl consistently" 0f these, lhe first,

at d = 3.6140, lies close to the position of a strong line in

the ice patterno Since t,his line is both weak and diffuse,

there is the possibility that it is due to ice deposited on

the outside of the capillary from moisture present in the

camera at the beginning of the rì.ln, but it is difficult to

see how enough ice could be deposited in this way to give

an observable line, and it is most probable that it is a

true line from the s pecimen"

The other two lines, both strong and both nearly

always present, are quite far removed from any ice linesn

This is particularly true of that falling at d.= 2"9?Ao.

These two lines ïrere predominant on the diffraction patterns

of solutions of alcohol exceeding 40 weight percent ethanol

and taken at temperatures betr¡een È35oC and *!qogo fn no

case was the temperature taken to the freezíng point of
ethanol or belor,¡r so they could not be due to solid alcohol,
Moreover, they did not appear on any pÍ-cture taken of iee

at any temperaturer or of more dilute solutions of alcohol
at temperatures above -30oC, They can be explaj-ned only if
they are caused by a new solid phase freezing from the solu-
tion. They indicate that there is an incongruently nelting
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hydrate of ethanol forned, and that the inflection point on

the freezing point curve is a true peritectic pointo

A fer'¡ solutions of roughly the expected composition of

Lhe hydrate, Q2H5OHr5H2O, lúere made up and photographed at

temperatures r,r¡e11 below the supposed peritectie temperature o

These pictures showed onlJ¡ the ice pattern, whereas, if a

compound is formed, they should show lines from it as weIl"

This can be explained only i-f the system cools metastably

past the peritectic tempe.rature, and the reactj.on

ice + solution --------+ compound does not take place" The

absence of a peritectic halt on the cooling curves indieates

that such is the cês€o

It should be pointed out again that the spacings

measured from these diffractj-on patterns are not highly

accurate and that any one picture by itself would be of

doubtful value because of the broad lines and the generally

dark background against which they were ¡neasured. However,

as a group the results are consistent and any errors in the

listed spacings are not nearly great enough to invalidate
the conclusions drawn from themo

The question of the composition of this hydrate of

ethanol cannot be answered satisfactoril-y. The posi.tion of

the inflection corresponds to an alcohol - water ratio of

I to 3.98" The compound must contain more waüer than thiso
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Although the formula c2H50H.4H20 is possible, j.t is unlikely,

since thj-s i-s so extremely close to the position of the

inflection" The most probable formula may be taken as that
proposerl by Shalberov et. â1. (16); nanely CZH5AHu5H20.

The diffraction photographs of absolute ethanol were

disappointing. On1y a single broad line of strong intensity
was obtained.n This had a spacing of d=3.8940. This is
the result from two pictures, one taken with copper, the

other with iron, rad.iati-on" The latter was used in the hope

that it would result in t,he resolution of the single line
into the closely spaced triplet observed by Prietzschk (18)"

It did not, The position of the single line obtained

appeared to be sinilar to that of the triplet in the photo-

graph published by Prietzschk, but unfortunatelyo he does

not indi cate any spacingso

c u !þ"_Ë.¿e!9_n_!!!higa._[i!rgtg_= Et hgngl

The results obtained by thermal analysis for the

system tiN03-C2H50H are shown in Table VII" On1y quite

dilute soLutions could be frozeno and for these it was found

that supercooling increased with lithium nitrate cohtent.

The viseosity of such solutions appeared to be much greater

than that of any alcohol - v¡ater mixture at the same tempera-

ture. Solutions containing about ten percent 1Íthiun nitrate

at temperatures of about -100oC formed a sticky semi-solid
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mass that refused to crystalrize, while more concentrated.

solutions reached this state at higher temperatureso The

supercooling encorrntered here made accurate determination

of the freezing points of sorutions that dld freeze impos-

sibleo No eutectic halt could be detected.

sorubility measurements are summari-zed in Tabre vrrro
These solutions, even near room temperaturesr'þ¡ere quite
vig cous o

A plot of freezing point and solubility data, as seen

in Figure L72 shows that, in order that the two curves shoul_d

i-ntersect w ithout compound formation, the eutectic poi-nt

must lie unusually far into the di-agram, For systems

J-nvolving substances whose melting poj-nts are as dissimilar
as are those of ethanol and lithiun nitrate, it is seldom

that the eutectic ries more than a very littre distance from

the axis of the lower melting component. It is quite

possible, then, that an arcoholate of lithium nitrate exists
in the solid stateo If congruently melting¡ such a coü-

pound would have a composition between LiN03,7CZH50H, and

tiNo3 "3 "!,c2H5oH.

The very great viscosity of alcohoric -lilhiun nitrate
solutions at lorr¡ temperatures indicates some so¡'t of inter-
action between ethanol and l.ithium nitrate " It 1s extremely

probabre that the strongry electropositive lithiun ion and
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the electronegative oxygen of the alcohol exhibit strong

electrostatic attraction for one anoLher, just as do

lithium ions and water" Since at low tenperatures the

ethanol molecules are linked in chains, the lithiun ions

would be solvated by a number of these chains, and would

in effect form the point of IÍ-nkage of them"

It is also conceivable that hydrogen bonding could take

place between the oxygen atoms of the nitrate radical and

the oxygen of the ethanol molecule" This bonding trould

become stronger as the temperature decreased, and this

would readily e x.olain the viscosity ef f ects not edn

Either or both of these attractionÉ could operate.

The only quantitatirre viscosity data available for

lithium ni.trate in ethanoL sol-ution are those of Canpbell

and Debus (1), at 25oC" These are plotted in Figure 18u

The rel-ative viscosity of lithiun nitrate in absolute

alcohol is much greafer than than of lithiun nitrate in
r^¡ater (32) at the same concentration. This is true to

a lesser degree for solutions in 70 r.reight percent ethanol

also, but the relative viscosities of lithium nitrate in

water and in 30 weight percent ethanol are nearly the same,

although the absolute viscosity of the alcohol solutions

is greater than that of the solì¡tions j-n waùero
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The shapes of the viscosity-concentration curves

for lithium nitrate in water and in ethanol are quite

different as welI. In water and j-n solutions of 3a

weight percent ethanol the viscosity rises slowly until
the concentration of the salt becomes fairly large, and

then increases very sharply, whereas in absolute alcohol

the viscosity rises steeply at once in an almost linear

manne r ù

It is impossible to drau¡ definite conelusions regard-

ing solvation from viscosities in these mixed solventso

If we concede, however, thaù the increase in the viscosity

of such solutions is due to interaction between solute

and solvent, it is evident that even at 25oC considerable

interactj-on takes place between lj.thium nitrate and

ethanolo
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O = LiNO¡ in HzO

@ = LiNOs in 30"/" CzHsOH
a = LiNOs in 7Qo/" CzHsOH
a,= LiNO¡ln IOO % C2H5OH

48
Concenlrolion (moles/litre)

Relative Viscosities of Solufions
LiNO^ in i{ater and in Ethanol)
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Five pseudo-binary rtcutsrr in which tithium nitrate
was dissolved in sorvents of fixed ethanor - water rati-o

Ï¡ere made through the ternary system" The solvents

ïÍere 27,2, l+2uO, 49,7, 66.4 and 78"2 weight percent

ethanol. Tables ïx to xrrr list the thermar analysis

data, while Figrrres 19 to 23 show the freezing point

curves which were obtainedo It was found that su-per-

cooling increased with alcohol content except when ê.D-

hydrous lithium nitrate was the soLid phase, when it üras

nearly negligible even in sol_utions cont,aining consid.er-

able alcohol" Supercooling r+as especially pronounced.

with solutions in 78"2 pereent ethanol where freezing
points beloru -20oC could not be obtained satisfactorilyo

The first three pseu.do-binary systems, those where

solutions were of lower ethanol conient, showed no trace

of any solid phases of lithium nitrate except the tri-
hydrate and the anhydrous salt, but thetrcuttt in 66"1+

percent ethanol exhibited a haltr otr some of the cooring

curves, which is explicable only if a peritectic point

is present. This feII at L2,3oC, about 5oC below the

maximum on the freezing point curr¡e, and at 2! weight

percent lithium nitrate. Considerable metastability
was encountered in this region, making investigation of
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the apparent peritectic point difficult. i{oreover,

since the solution which would be present at a peritectic
halt in this region does not have the ethanol - water
ratio of the pseudo-binary system, the true significance
of the halts must be considered somewhat uncertain.

The rrcutrr in a solvent of 7go2 weight percent

ethanor shows (rigure 23) that no congruentry roerting

compounds exist he reo ..Á. def inite peritectic point exists
aÈ 5.bo?, 33 weíght percent lithiun nitrateo d.istìnct
inflection on the freezing point curve at 30Ç and zg

weight percent rithiurn nitrate also exi-sts, but no peri-
tectic halt was obtai-ned. to indicate that it is rearry
significanto As mentioned. above, this system shor,r'ed.

extreme metastability, v,rhich courd account for the failure
to obtain a peritectic halto Su_ch supercooli_ng made the

stud;r of systems of higher ethanol content practically
impossj-bIeo

The systen rithium nitrate trihydrate ethanor is
shown in Figure 24 and the thernal analysis data are given

in Table xrv" some of these points are taken from the

freezing point curves of the pseudo-binary systems

described above" A slight inflection appears to exist
at about 30 ra'eight percent ethanol, but nothing was ob-

served to indicate thab this is a peritectic point.
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The x-ray diffraetion studies yielded no definite

resultso Photographs of solid exposed to the atmosphere

gave only lhe pattern of the trihydrate, but this would be

the expected result if the specimen were some other sol-

vated phase that tended to lose alcohol" Any anhydrous

salt thus formed would undoubtedly absorb moisture from the

air to become hydrated"

ùlaterial crystallizing from the maximum on the pseudo-

binary cut in 66"4 percent aIcohol, when photographed in a

glass capillary tube, showed relatively few lineso These

could have belonged either to the trihydrate or to the an-

hydrous saIt" Thus, again, the possi-bility of an alcoholate

decomposing below room temperature ariseso

Figures 25 and 26 show the ternary syst,em as a wholeo

fn Figure 25t a series of isotherrnal solubility lines are

depictedu These were obtained fron the various pseudo-

bi-nary cuts by reading off the compositions corresponding

to each temperatureo The isothermal at 25oC is fundamen-

tally the same as that determined by Campbell and Kartzmark

(3), but since a limited number of points brere avaj,lable it

is less exacto rÁ. minor difference exists in the region of

50 lo 70 percent ethanol where anhydrous lithium nitrate

is the solid phase. À distinct curvature of this line is

obtained, whereas Campbell and Kartzmark- draw a straight
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line hereo This is attributable to their widely spaced

points in this regiono Isothermals at 2OoC, l-5oC, 10oC,

OoC, -15oc, -35oC, and -6OoC are also shown, as well as the

line in the i c e re gi- on aù -2Oo C o

In Figure 26, only the eutectic and peritectic troughs

are showno Á.gain, the composition data were obtained from

the pseudo-binary cutsn It may be observed that the

eutecti.c trough where lrihydrate and anhydrous salt are in

equilibrium is a straight line untiL about 30 pereent

ethanol is addedi curvature then begins. It is possible

to link this point and the points at which inflections l{ere

noted on the pseudo-binary cuts ¿nd on the lithium nitrate

trÍhydrate ethanol cut to give a plausible peritectic

trough in the system. The evidence available, however,

really does not justify its inclusiono

It is apparent from the above discussion that the ex-

istence of a ternary compound, perhaps having a formula

such as LiN03 "2C2H5011.H20, i" possible, but the evidence for

it is extremely inconclusive, It is reasonably certain that

no alcohol-ates of lithiun nitrate crystallize from a solvent

of l-ess than fif ty weight percent ethanol, but iho"" cone en-

trated alcohol soLutions the nature of some of the solid
phases is uncertaino lrr cases where the solvent contained

more than 8O percent ethanol¡ pronounced supercooling prevented

an adequate study"
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SUi'îi\,lARY A}]D CONCLUS IONS

The systen lithium nitrate - water rlras investigated

by thermal analysis and by x-ray powder di.ffraction studies,

Two eutectics were found, one at -22o9o1 and 2h"5 weight

percent lithiun nj-trate v¡here i ce and trihydrate are the

solid phases, and the other at 27"9oC and 6L"5 vreight percent

saIt, where trihydrate and anhydrous lithium nitrate are the

solids present" No trace of the hemihydrate reported by

Donnan and Burt (2) could be found by thermal analysis, and

no solid phase but the anhydrous salt was indicated by

x-ray powder diffractionn Tlte x-ray powder díf fraction

pattern of tiNO3"3H20 r^ras determined for the first time.

The system ethanol

above methodso Thermal

-3OoC, 40 r*eight percent

a true peritectic pointo

remains uncertain, but j-s

eutecti-c lies at -L2l+.]-oQ

- v¡at er wa s als o s I udi ed by the

analysis showed an inflection at

ethanolo This is almost certai-n1y

The formuLa of the hydrate formed

probably C ZH'-OH.5HZ0" The

, 93 weight percent etharolo

Lot"¡ temperature x-r'ay powder diffraction studies of

frozen ethanol solutions provided the only evidence that the

inflection mentioned above is a true peritectic pointn The

powder pattern of sol.uti-ons containing more than 40 weight

percent ethanol, àL temperatures between -30oC and -90oC, was

distinctly different from that of iceu This difference can
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be exprained only if a sorid hydrate exists in this regi-ono

A very simple Iow temperature nociif i_cation o f the

Buerger (27)(2s) high ternperature x-ray camera was used in
the above study, and this has been describedo

The system lithium nitrate ethanol was studied by

thermal analysis and by isothermal solubility determi-nationso

High viscosity and extreme supercooling pernitted the study of
only very dilute solutions and those near room temperature,

but a large gap between these regions courd not be investi-
gatedu No evidence of alcoholate formati-on was found, although

strong interactions between solute and soÌvent were ind.icated.

The ternary sJ¡sten lithium nitrate ethanol - water

r^Ias investigated by thermal analysis o Freezing points of
l-ithium nitrate in a series of solvents each of fixed ethanol

- water ratio r¡rere determinedo These formed a series of

ps eudo-binary systems o The solvents used were 27o2, l+2.C,

l+9,7,66.h, and 78,2 weight percent ethanolo In the latter
two, some very inconclusive indieations of the existence of
a ternary compound were obtaj-nedo The s¡rstem tiN03 "3H2o -
C2H50H was also investigated"

The data from the pseudo-binary systems 'hrere used to plot
isotherrnal solubility diagrams for the ternary s¡rstem and to

plot the eutectic troughs over part of their rangen ISo in-
dication of solid arcohorates of lithium nitrate were found
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in solvents containing less t han 50 weight percent e thanol,

and there ean be little doubt that none are formed hereo

The situation in solutions of higher ethanol conLent is

uncertain; evidence for alcoholate formation was obtained,

but it is not conclusive.
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